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1. Introduction and Welcome Address
The regional workshop organized by the PANTERA project in Athens, focused on the challengesand barriers, along with the best practices and future steps towards greening geographical islandsand transforming them to 100% renewable energy systems with the support of technologies thatenable their smart autonomous operation.
The workshop was structured around 5 keynote presentations from major stakeholders of theGreek Energy Market. Each keynote presentation has been combined with a facilitatedQ&A/discussion, allowing the anticipation of questions and generating active contributions tothe workshop.
Throughout the workshop, parallel interviews were conducted as a means of stakeholders’consultation. The main feedback from the interviewed stakeholders is that the PANTERA’sapproach and vision can be helpful and effective. More specific summary of the interviews willbe included in the dedicated deliverable D4.1.

The 3rd PANTERA workshop, hosted by Suite5, was held in N.J.V. Athens Plaza Hotel,Syntagma Square.



Mr. Tasos Tsitsanis fromSuite5 opened the morningsession by welcoming theattendees of the 3rdPANTERA workshop,highlighting the importanceof joint collaborations inR&I activities in smartgrids. He also emphasisedon the importance of theexpected contributions bythe key experts thatparticipated in theworkshop, in order to lookupon their perspective onthe PANTERA processpotential strengths andweaknesses and ways offurther enhancement.

2. Research and Innovation priorities for facilitating the Energy Transition andthe realization of the future Smart Island Energy Systems Professor NikosHatziargyriou of ETIP-SNETtook the floor for the 1st keynotepresentation on the “Researchand Innovation priorities forfacilitating the EnergyTransition and the realization ofthe future Smart Island EnergySystems” and briefly coveredthe following:
 R&I priorities forfacilitating the energy transitionand the realisation of the futuresmart island energy systems. Input on the H2020 activities from ETIP SNET on smart energy transition with the organisationof the Working Group 5. Vision 2050 on Low carbon secure reliable & Pan-European integrated system for a fully CO2-neutral & circular economy by the next year. The energy island framework (still pending issues regarding energy production of RES)

Mr. Tasos Tsitsanis (Suite5) welcoming the attendees of the workshop

Professor Nikos Hatziargyriou (NTUA/ETIP SNET) presenting the ETIP SNET'smission



3. The PANTERA Process
PANTERA project coordinator, Dr. Venizelos Efthymiou of FOSS Research Center, followedwith setting the scene for what the PANTERA project aims to deliver. He started by highlightingthe objectives of the project, how the PANTERA process could help towards the fulfilment ofthe energy transition vision through the stakeholders’ support/engagement and how to movealong with R&I activities for energy transition through PANTERA. Among others he stressedout the following:

 Bridge existing gaps in member states through PANTERA activities. Continuity of PANTERA even after the completion of the project, through the use of theJRC identified low-spending countries. Availability of use cases & scenarios and further strengthening of R&I activities throughthe platform and all the knowledge data that will be brought together. PANTERA is fostering regional work along the principles developed by RIS3 in linewith the S3 platform activities. Working Teams within PANTERA process to generate valuable information and provideit through developed tools to all users
He mentioned that it is a focalpoint to identify the strengthsof each region and how tosupport this action for carboneconomy, heading to asustainable future as it affectsall sectors: regions, industries,consumers, in compliance withVision 2050.
After the completion of Dr.Efthymiou’s presentation,Mohamed Shalaby fromDERlab discussed remarks andfeedback received, regardingthe PANTERA process andwhat should be improved inorder to support EU in smartgrid and R&I investments,laying that way the floor to Mario Dionisio, representative of the European Commission.

Dr. Venizelos Efthymiou (FOSS) analyzing the PANTERA process



4. EU Policies and Strategy on the way to Autonomous and Sustainable EnergySystems in Geographical Islands
Mr. Mario Dionisio of DG ENER (EC) and Project Officer of PANTERA project, introduced theEC R&I policy, trends and challenges in relation to EU Energy Policy and briefly covered thefollowing:

 Horizon 2020 and beyond The energy transition PANTERA vision

He highlighted how the EC can support trends and tackle challenges underlining the fact that aunique opportunity is presented to us, in order to modernise our economy, boost competitiveness,while creating growth and job openings.
He introduced the plans for Horizon Europe and finished by reiterating the importance ofgathering in Athens to discuss the R&I agenda in Europe and how the Commission throughPANTERA can boost the process:

• To better frame the status of EU grids• To disseminate EU R&I&D activities on grid modernisation for the energy systemtransition

Mr. Mario Dionisio elaborating on EU Policies and Strategy towards sustainable energy systems



• To raise awareness on possible application/replication throughout the EU• To exchange experiences, knowledge, use cases, etc.• To move towards greening geographical islands, with the support of technologies that canenable their smart autonomous operation.

5. Local governance to enable the clean energy transition of Greek islands:Best Practices, Barriers and the way forward
The 2nd keynote presentation was held byMr. Kostas Komninos from DAFNINetwork on “Local governance to enablethe clean energy transition of Greekislands”, regarding best practices, barriersand the way forward. He indicated theevolution of “The Path towards the CleanEnergy for EU Islands Initiative”, fromISLEPACT (2011), to SMILEGOV(2013), Smart Islands Initiative (2016) andeventually to Clean Energy for EU Islands(CE4EUI Declaration in 2017). He thenproceeded his presentation with theexample of Kythnos as a Smart Island andthe vision for sustainable localdevelopment of the island. Among others,he pointed out the aims of the Municipalitytowards:

• the holistic infrastructure planning integrating smart and innovative solutions in thesectors of energy, water, waste, transport and mobility• the exploitation of the island’s natural and cultural resources which will boost thedevelopment as a smart and sustainable destination
After the end of the presentation, Mr. Komninos met with a barrage of questions from theattendees, allowing this interactive approach of the workshop to stipulate responses, discussionand hands-on experience.
Professor Rad Stanev from TU-Sofia pinpointed, inter alia, that although Bulgaria does not haveany geographical islands, the same challenges are encountered with the ones that Mr. Komninospresented regarding the islands power systems.

Mr. Kostas Komninos during his presentation



Professor Stanev, further elaboratedin the direction of dealing with thosechallenges, stating that the energytransition requires a new holisticperception and new holisticarchitecture in which the Macrogridis composed by partially or fullyautonomous Micro, Mini, andNanogrids, which are in factoperating more or less as islandpower systems. So, finding a properway to share this knowledge iscritical for the entire EuropeanSociety. He indicated that a lot ofmature technologies are currentlyavailable, ready to support the energytransition but the most critical aspectin this process is finding a proper wayfor knowledge sharing, forcollaborative research and for education.
Mr. Mohamed Shalaby from DERlab at that point, asked the attendees to engage in the processof the workshop, by giving them the opportunity through a voting system to decide on which arethe biggest barriers/challenges against having green geographical islands based on 100% RES &smart grid technology; The majority of the voters insisted that economic aspects, lack offinancing along with the regulatory framework and policies, are the key factors to challengetowards the 100% RES penetration in geographical islands.

Mr. Kostas Komninos answering questions raised by the attendees

Technology Policy/Regulatory framework Economic Others
The results of the voting (49 votes)



As a next step, the attendees of the workshop were asked, through Glisser, to elaborate on theways to overcome those barriers/challenges against having green geographical islands based on100% RES & smart grid technology. The 21 answers received indicated that the means toovercome the aforementioned barriers/challenges can potentially be the following:
 Further investments and better communication to the local regions Better funding in education and collaboration Incentivise local communities, present the benefits and encourage local investments Strong industry and research collaboration Central coordination respecting the regions' special characteristics Synergies/Collaborations between different organisations within European countries andpolicies that are more flexible towards the supporting economy of smart grids Introduction of new regulatory schemes that will facilitate this kind of activities - Newgovernment incentives for relevant activities promotion Better organisation through the EC Engagement of local communities and further communication about business modelswith focus on islands By accepting more flexible policies for building island energy communities. Work along with the governments and decision makers to take serious actions inimplementing the up-to-date technologies simultaneously Organised process, requiring changes in the national and Pan-European regulatoryframework, so it create better conditions for implementation of RES and SmartGrids 1. Investments on new pilot projects with state-of-the-art technologies included. 2.Cooperation between the national energy makers High RES penetration on islands usually finds social barriers (mainly in touristic islands).Education and Incentives to the local society to accept new technology Enabling regulation for storage, smarter grids Mobilise the local stakeholders Make info well available to citizens on regulations / possibilities / benefits / negativesides on investing in and utilization of renewables Energy communities/virtual net metering
6. The role of interconnections in achieving the energy transition: The case ofGreek islands and the way forward

The 3rd keynote presentation was held by Mr. Georgios Messinis from Ariadne Interconnection,on “The role of interconnections in achieving the energy transition: The case of Greek islandsand the way forward”. He explained which are the main drivers and criteria over the integrationof the national electricity market, in terms of interconnecting the islands with the continentaltransmission system. He indicatively mentioned the main challenges for interconnecting theislands to the transmission system are:
 Interconnection lengths



 Reliability of interconnection Surrounding environment for the interconnection Cable Industry
He offered a plethora of solutions to deflect these challenges, such as:

 Cable technologies for HVDC interconnections Cable core material Cable armoring HVAC/HVDC: Moving towards HVDC for long interconnections Voltage level: Moving towards higher voltage levels Cable laying vessels Advanced Control Center: Protection schemes for hybrid AC/DC systems Multi-terminal HVDC Enhanced communications
Mr. Messinis underlined the importance of conforming the aforementioned solutions, alwayswith respect to the surrounding environment of each island.

Upon concluding hispresentation, Mr. Messinisanswered some questionsthat were raised by theworkshop attendees, beforegiving the floor to ProfessorDimo Stoilov (BulgarianAcademy of Sciences), inorder to present his caseregarding the lack ofresources in the researchdomain in Bulgaria and howit can be beneficial for everyregion to share findings inthe energy sector.

Professor Stoilov explicitly mentioned that the Bulgarian energy sector faces a number ofchallenges, such as:
 high energy intensiveness of the gross national product strong dependence on energy supplies from a single supplier (Russian Federation) structural economic reforms insufficiently coordinated with national interests

Mr. Georgios Messinis (Ariadne Interconnection) describing the role ofinterconnections in achieving the energy transition



 lack of adequate consideration of the complex interactions energy – economy –technologies – environment – society – security – climate – globalization considerable share of grey economy sufficient availability of local, but strongly polluting energy lignite sources limited water sources sufficient solar and wind primary energy, a considerable share of which is absorbed atlong-term set “preferential” prices low solvency of consumers and wide-spread energy poverty high share of electricity in the end energy consumption high share of electricity generation with obligation for purchase contracts insufficient regulation range of the electricity generation etc.
At the same time, he indicated that, for a number of years now, the world has embarked on a“grand transition” in the field of energy use, defined as the transition to a world with lesspopulation and work force increase, dramatically new technologies, greater environmentalprotection obligations and shift of the economic and geopolitical force to other countries/states.
Ultimately, he expressed his hope to cooperate with PANTERA platform and project, in the areaof objective estimation of the alternative solutions/variants for the “grand energy transition” ofBulgaria and of course, the Balkan region as a whole.
The attendees of the workshop were asked to vote once more on the Glisser interactive votingsystem, on whether the interconnections of the islands to the mainland hindering greeninvestments in the islands; the results of the 21 received votes can be displayed as follows:

The results of the voting (21 votes)



7. Increasing social acceptance through collaboration: The emergence ofEnergy Communities - Lessons Learned and replication routes for islandcommunities
The 4th keynote presentation was held by Mr. Dimitris Kitsikopoulos from ELECTRA EnergyCommunity, on “Increasing social acceptance through collaboration: The emergence of EnergyCommunities - Lessons Learned and replication routes for island communities”, underlining theimportance of the development of energy communities or collectives.

He mentioned that the mainchallenges that need to be addressedin order to build an energycommunity are:
 Policies / regulations gaps Lack of awareness Education and Training Governance (of EnergyCommunities) Lack of expertise Lack of suitable financing tools Social resistance

Mr. Kitsikopoulos indicated a seriesof actions, in order to tackle thesechallenges, which can be summarizedas follows:

 Policy making actions, synergies with other organizations in Greece and Europe (egRESCOOP) Events, Guidebook “Building Energy Communities - energy in the hands of citizens”,media, articles, etc Workshops Research, synergies with IT companies Networking, consultancy Mobilize conventional banks and cooperative banks, develop a community energyfinancing tool
He admitted that through PANTERA platform, ELECTRA energy community can overcome thelack of expertise, gain visibility, network with other experts on the energy sector while also

Mr. Dimitris Kitsikopoulos (ELECTRA) offering his thoughts on theemergence of Energy Communities



capitalizing from the transfer of knowledge and best practices that would support the energytransition to smart grids.
On behalf of the Bulgarian experts taking part in the workshop, Professor Milena Ivanova fromTU-Varna, offered some comments regarding the Case Study that Mr. Kitsikopoulos presented.She mentioned in brief that:

• In Bulgaria, we do not have formed Energy Communities. We although have some localRES installations for meeting the energy needs of some enterprises. The excess energy issold to the National Electric Company. We also have many PV, Wind or Biogasinstallations working separately from each other.• The difference between the price of the energy generated by the traditional energy sourceand the energy from RES (<) is covered by the National Electric Company.• The energy regulatory authorities are increasing pressure for reduced costs andtransparency in the electricity pricing. This requires a very big amounts of data exchangeand infrastructure.• The development of the electric grid requires full integration with ICT-> Smart meter->EVN>90%, Energo Pro – 60%.• The initiative for changing smart meters is entirely taken by the Local Energy/ElectricitySuppliers (Distribution Systems Operators, DSO).• No national policies for encouraging the individual customers to create/install smartdevice for better energy management.
She also suggested that in order to increase the social acceptance, a good approach is to initiatepilot project with small groups of consumers, giving them financial support or some otherbenefits to install the necessary devices, for instance boilers with network connectivity, smartmeters, monitoring devices or others. More attention and investments should be given and madein dissemination of the results of such projects to the public as publications in some media,explaining the technical aspects of the proposed solution.
Before the beginning of the next session, Mr. Mohamed Shalaby asked the attendees of theworkshop to elaborate on the means to engage society and end customers in the energy transitionand increase social acceptance. The 21 answers received, can be summarized as follows:

 Encourage society and local entities to become part of the investment. provide monetaryincentives. Active dissemination campaign which includes detailed technical and social explanationof the benefits Education, benefits Monetary incentives e.g. tax breaks Showcasing success stories, highlighting market conditions rendering new businessmodels viable, promote societal benefits (e.g. vulnerable) Create a clear business case for the customers Extensive marketing Participation in the revenues



 Close collaboration of experts with end customers, living labs, continuous engagement Local energy community seminars -energy marketing campaigns - new incentives formore prosumers rather than consumers By proper scientifically proven governance
8. Digitalization as an enabler for the energy transition

The 5th keynote presentation was held by Professor Metody Georgiev from Technical Universityof Sofia, on “Digitalization as an enabler for the energy transition”. He initially stressed out themain barriers and challenges of digitalization, which can be summarized as follows:
• Increased Vulnerability• Grid flexibility meet grid complexity• New services need new business models andtrading strategies• Legal aspects: New technologies lead to newregulation needs• Interoperability with other networks/Thermal, gas, hydrogen, etc./

He also mentioned what are the essential gaps andchallenges in Resources, Governance, Regulations,Networking, etc.

On the matter of Resources, Professor Georgiev emphasized on the following:
 Highly skilled personnel move abroad so it is too difficult to find and engage really skilledpersonnel in relevant R&D activities Highly skilled personnel move to work for industry and do not participate in R&I activities Demographic crisis Low societal and financial respect to the energy sector in Bulgaria Low percent of yearly graduated students in electrical power engineering Low motivation for R&I activities in energy sector of the young people Lack of related educational programs at middle schools Limited budget available at national level Reduced visibility to engage in EU funded projects Orientation of funding towards more traditional activities (infrastructure enhancement)rather than digitalization

Regarding Governance, he identified the main challenges in:
 Financing (mainly due to lack of information)

Professor Metody Georgiev (TU-Sofia) pinpointing theimportance of Digitalization towards energy transition



 Lack of innovation projects management skills Lack of collaboration between market actors for the definition of new business modelsand the provision of novel energy services Knowledge exchange face the know-how protection Collaborative knowledge sharing Education Exchange of data and information No coordination between market actors that possess their own agendas and operate insilos No data sharing attitude between them and strong conflicts that affect their collaborationpotential for an orchestrated approach in smart grid management
Subsequently, he added the main gaps in networking that were identified in:

 Reduced visibility of R&I results towards external actors Need to promote collaborations with business and industry to increase attractivenesstowards external stakeholders and achieve the involvement in EU funded projectsthrough local consortia Need for national coordination towards the organization of the participation of local R&Iactors in EU organized events to facilitate networking
Concerning the gaps in Regulations, he highlighted the need for:

 Adjustment of the national legal framework for new technologies (e.g. Storage and e-mobility) Incentives for the penetration of such new technologies Clear framework for independent RES and demand side aggregators participation in themarket More favorable conditions for local energy communities establishment and remunerationof demand Robust framework regulating data sharing mechanisms and remuneration Clear regulation for data privacy and data sharing
He continued his presentation offering his thoughts on how PANTERA can supportorganizations/ energy communities to drive the energy sector towards decarbonization, bridgethe gaps that currently exist in R&I energy field in Europe by incentivizing investments in smartgrids. As a concluding statement, he presented his expectations from the PANTERA project,which are the following:

 Establish contacts (through collaboration) with renowned organizations that can enablefurther involvement in R&I activities and cover adequately the identified gaps Knowledge transfer and experience sharing Identification of best practices that have been successfully deployed in similar contextsand collaboration establishment for the attraction of the required financing



At the end of Professor Georgiev’s presentation, Professor Nikolay Nikolaev from TU-Varnaand on behalf of the Bulgarian Experts that participated in the workshop, took the opportunity topoint out the:
1. Main Challenges in Bulgaria:a) the DSOs are very inert and typically do whatever is required as a minimum by theEnergy Regulatorb) DSOs lack R&D and what’s worse the idea of having such department is not so welcomec) Not many experts are present in the energy sector.

2. Main competitive advantages of Bulgaria:a) Main competitive advantage of Bulgaria is the availability of many talented ICT experts.b) However, there is a lack of proper mindset to facilitate this resource.

3. Ways to attract investors:a) Build a small but strong interdisciplinary workforce. Mainly researchers and friends(enthusiasts) from the energies companies who will not officially represent theiremployers (because they will help with what is practical).b) Then do broad research on best practices, past and ongoing pilot implementations ofdigitalized power systems.c) Based on that research build a strong technological and cost benefit case.d) If the case is trully viable, then the investors will join.
4. Criteria for monitoring and assessment of the success of the studied case:a) user satisfaction measurement would provide very useful clue about whether or not thetested technology and approach is applicable in large scale.

b) measuring the financial and environmental benefits are also crucial for the future success.
At the end of the session, the attendees of the workshop were given a range of the predominantchallenges/barriers/needs, that digitalization faces in relation to the energy system in Europe.Through the interactive voting system of Glisser, the main challenges/barriers/needs wereidentified. Hence, the results of 42 votes received are displayed in the following chart.



9. ConclusionsAt the end of the workshop, a roundtable discussion took place amongst the attendees, on howthe PANTERA platform can act as a link to Regions, Working Teams and R&I community, inaccordance to the EU needs. This discussion brought into focus the vision of the PANTERAmultifunctional platform, the importance of generating best-practice-based guidance for theresolution of specific problems and needs raised by the members of the PANTERACollaborative Platform, the living document repository and how the knowledge generated fromproject reports, deliverables, etc., will be available and accessible to all users at any given timeand period.

The results of the voting (42 votes)


